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INIRODUClION
IIn' Canadian Council on Children .irid Youth 1;, a national n o n - p r o f it
organization dedicated to Improving the situation of Canadian children
i<
over 20 years, the Council has acted as an Informal umbrella orgaril zatiori ^
bringing together Individuals and groups who share an Interest in children
and developing a variety of coalitions to advocate together for changes 1n
the conditions affecting children.
Iri 1978, the Council's report, "Admittance
Restricted", examined In depth the citizenship status of Canada's’7 million
children.
Also, In 1978 the Council organized a coalition of over 200 national
associations to work together for the International Year of the Child.
That group planned and organized the Canadian Commission which was eventually
put in place for the Year.
The legacy of the Commission is less what was
accomplished during 1979
despite the excellence of those achievements than It Is the thousands of people across the country who became sensitized
to the special situation of the 7 million Canadians under 18 years of age
and dedicated to the Improvement of their status.
At the conclusion of its
mandate, the Canadian Commission for the International Year of the Child
asked the Council to accept that legacy to ensure that those who care about
children continue to work together on their behalf, and to ensure that they
are heard. So we appear before this Committee partly on behalf of our own
organization, but also on behalf of the many thousands of Canadians who feel
that children are at an unfair disadvantage In our society. What we want,
simply stated, is full citizenship status for Canadian children.

PRINCIPI.CS
Out definition of citizenship status for children rests on four
distinct principles:
The Rights of Children
We believe that human rights are Indivisible. They are not to be
parcelled out to different segments of a society at different times and under
different circumstances.
The concept of universal human rights hinges entirely
on the Indivisibility of those rights.
Every being defined as human is entitled
to the rights, otherwise either the being 1s not human or the rights are not
universal.
The rights of children are not usually expressed and/or exercised directly
by children but Indirectly through Intermediaries such as families, schoo
systems, family courts and child welfare agencies. Although it is throug
these Intermediaries that the child's rights are often defined and exercise ,
the rights are no less Indivisible or unalienable.
Support, for the family
Accepting the premise that the family is the most appropriate place
I
for <i child, wiille applauding the evolution of the institution itse »
the re-exam1nat1on of the traditional family support structures
which must now be redesigned to meet new conditions.
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For the past 20 years, the view of the nurlP1r
institution of our society has been open to serious q u e ™ ! ™
ba$ic
definition of what constitutes an acceptable family role hSï'.m? Very
fundamental changes. There are a growing number nf
Vnder9one some
parents work; others in which n e i t h e ? ™ ? e £ t U e S p w i T J l Whic!Vb<>th
single-parent families.
employed, and many which are
... IPfÎhe C°UnÎ il S+Vieï ’ th! ev° 1ution of family role and function is
positive thing, not a step towards the disintegration of the institution
?he
long overdue arrival of some acceptance of women's roles outside the home h I T
generally been a positive and liberating force in our society
However
the resultant hasty arrangements which have been made for child care are s o m e t h
less progressive in their effects.
times
The answer does not lie in refusing to accede to women's demands for
equal treatment in the workplace.
Rather it requires an understanding that a
new attitude towards working women has implications for all members of society,
including children.
The growing and unmet need for quality daycare is not a reason to deny
women the choices they deserve.
It is a demonstration of the kind of family
support service the community must develop to go along with its appropriate
new attitudes.
In fact, regardless of the situation of parents, quality daycare
is, in and of itself, a provider of educational, social, and cultural
experiences of undeniable value for children.
Important as it is, daycare is just a single pillar in the kind of
support structure society must build to strengthen its family units.
Canadian families are not what they were 100 years ago. We cannot
predict how they will be 100 years from now. We do know that we cannot turn
back the clock by merely asserting traditional values in pious tones. Viable
family life has always had the support of the society around it. That need is
no less present today, but the form of society's support must catch up with the
enormous changes in work, mobility, housing, and lifestyle.

Equality of Opportunity
No matter how radically or progressively one may pursue and encourage
a re-definition and strengthening of the family role, one aspect of it remains
unalterable: children are dependent on the care of others during the mos
significant part of their lives. Neither utopian reverie nor ideological
exhortation can change this fact. Neither should its acceptance amoun
abdication of child care responsibi1ity to the parents alone.
Most important in this regard is the question of equality °
PP the
because of the dependent status of children, it is difficult to s P
ipportunities of children from those of their parents and it is ""''P
be
that every effort be made to ensure that the right to equal l i e
Drovided for dependent people.
Supporting the family assumes
®
*
socializing role is a desirable and positive influence. But
y
family
apportunity for children must not be completely and solely depe
circumstances, on family income and status.

-3Irid_fvjduaJJjty o f l n t e r t r ,t
One question which bears special examination 4« „
place of children 1ri the family 15 that of Identifying ^
*CUI''' on of u,fT
their best Interests may riot be served by the \ n \ l n ^
' JC!J*!'ance' In which
Here again, merely stating that each Individual has ^
U t l"
interests 1s not enough to guarantee these rights to the X \ id
<
of Obvious reasons, it is often (possible for cbtMren to iJ.ntifv" a r t t c l u L
°s tofaccept* r 'ntere'j ts' r° rec0'Jn
the primacy of the child'll interest **
- that a child does have «an Individual Interest within his or her own Hvlna
situation, whether he or she 1s capable of Identifying 1t or not;
- that as a result of the existence of this Interest, the child has an
inalienable right to Its recognition and Its representation 1n circumstances
where it 1s being Ignored, threatened or denied.
The family and educational situations of children should be used as mechanisms
to ensure their growth as individuals, progressively better able to make their
own decisions and to take responsibility for their own lives. Until the child
achieves independent adulthood, society has a responsibility to identify and
safeguard the child's interest.
THE CURRENT SITUATION
Canada's most significant constitutional document, the BNA Act, makes
no reference to children. We view the Resolution which Parliament has placed
before this Committee as the best opportunity in over 100 years to ensure that
children have full citizenship rights in our country, to create the context
for improvement in their situation, and to banish forever the repugnant
notion of children as chattels of their parents or of society. The rest of
our brief will discuss the ways in which our principles can be applied to the
proposed "Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms". This includes a discussion
of entrenchment, our position on the rights of children, and the legal rights
proposed in the Charter.

THE ENTRENCHMENT QUESTION AND THE RIGHTS OF CHILDREN
GENERAL
The Council takes no strong position in favour of, or against, entrench
rnent. However, in connection with children and youth, the courts r.^ve IJ
served us very well. Entrenchment would give greater authority to t
under section 25 of the proposed Charter. But will youth fare bett
proposed Charter than under the Canadian Bill of Rights/
EQUALITY BEFORE THE LAW - THE BUP.NSHINE PROBLEM
In R.v.Burnshine (1974), 44 D.L.R. (3d) 534 the to p rm e Court
Canada examined "equality before the law" in connection w i l
J
y
fjne
Although the boy faced a maximum of six months' irnpnsonmen .
-finite
under the Criminal Code (Can,), he was sentenced to three months definite

-4 and two years less a day indeterminatP
ru * , *
Prisons and Reformatories Art (Can ) was Soheld^v0 6 \ P assed u"der the
inequality existed in law on the grounds of;h d
th°ugh an apparent
(1) age (the longer sentences applied to persons under 22)- and
(2> available
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was designed^to " r e f o m f n ^ t e n e f U ^

Any child care worker, probation officer, or young person in the
corrections system will admit that the large institutions used for indeterminate
sentencing are, in fact, schools for learning crime, not preventing it.
These "training schools" are juvenile prisons and the odds of
"reformation" are slim. But the court, using paternalistic assumptions, was
able to turn down an apparently strong case of inequality. This case is to
young persons what Lave! 1 is to native women - a demonstration that we can
place little hope in judicial interpretation of "equality before the law".
With entrenchment of the Charter, a decision like R.v. Burnshine
could be even more disappointing because it would require a constitutional
amendment to undo.
WILL PARLIAMENT AND THE LEGISLATURES PROTECT RIGHTS?
On the other hand, the provincial Legislatures and Parliament have not
performed well in protecting the needs and rights of children^ The problems
of abused and neglected children, outlined in Admittance Restricted, are often
related to out-of-date, inadequate provincial legislation. Some provinces
have forged ahead - Quebec's Youth Protection Act (1977) sets forth rights o
children in care. Ontario's Child Welfare Act (1978) amendments guaran ee a
voice for the child and frequent reviews of the child's progress in care.
But other provinces, like British Columbia in its Family and
Service Act (1980), consolidate governmental power over children ^
little attention to the child's needs. The British Columbia 9°vein
i$s1-on
virtually ignored the comprehensive recommendations of the b. •
y
h iss-jons
on Family and Children's Law and the views expressed in hundreds of sutoBi“ ions
since the Commission reported in 1975. Are these the legislators we can
on to update and advance children's needs and rights.
Parliament's record is hardly praiseworthy.
acement^sTnce
Act (Can.), hardly changed since 1908, has been sl ^ d
p_ and stin
1965. Fifteen years after the promises, we are stil
. the existing Act.
seeing unacceptable, paternalistic practices carried out under

In 1978, the Council m^rio c >
Coinin'ttee on Justice and lecnl
submissions to the Commune
Bill of Rights for Chtidren"!
¿t
did not support a distinct Bill of Rinhisbi M r ' James M c G r a t h " U n a<lian
of changes in federal law under H,« 9 i- tor children, we advAr
we
Rights'1. To our knowledge none o? ^ adiny "0mnibus L e g i s l ^ o n ^
? « ries
Standing Committee, have been acted u p o n ^ S h T ? ^ 1?"5 ' nor th« e ofCihldren's
and citizens continue to lohfw in t-h P°n ‘ Should voluntary oraani?^- e
quickly to needed changes ? X " , a ! ? e*P e C U t 1 °" ‘hat

p^t’^^trjis iis^tif9» *
i a . t wand
a rotheri i s i ! ? « S • :? ¡!5»
best

child welfare,

• S ? t S S i ,T

fields.

t ^

,

children in education, health care,

POSITION ON CHILDREN'S RIGHTS
It is apparent that entrenchment or non-entrenchment could still
cause problems for children and youth. As we have pointed out in Admittance
Restricted, some fundamental changes in attitude are required. Consistent
with our philosophy that children are "persons", we believe that~arvy
entrenched Charter should simply apply the rights of all persons to children
and .youtTu
Except for some clarification of the "Legal Rights" and "Equality
Before the Law", no special Bill of Rights for children is necessary. Never
theless, the recognition of children as persons is a significant step away
from existing legal assumptions.
It recognizes that children are not
the chattels of their parents or the state. They have individual interests
to acknowledge.
Assuming that an entrenched Charter assigns to the courts the
protection of basic rights for children, the Legislatures and Pailiamen wi
not be able to relax.
Nor can they expect Human Rights Commissions to covet
the cases.
In 1979, the International Year of the Child, the Canadian
Human Rights Commission reported that not a single complaint was
.
hptween
on behalf of children.
This illustrates a perceived ack of connection between
general anti-discrimination law and the rights of children.
tly arise will have to be specified in the legislative areas they mo
9 initiatives
child welfare, education, juvenile delinquency, a[^ hea .
wm
have
like the Quebec Youth Protection Act (rights of childre
to be pursued.

LEGAL RIGHTS
GENERAL
Legal rights under the Charter must J ^ arJ y deÇention and police question
age of majority.
With some exceptions rela
tQ »everyone" in the fu
the rights in Sections 7 through 15 ought to apply to
y
sense of the word.
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hardly a right. N e v e r t h e l e s s ^ ^ £aS SUCh a vast exceof
established by law- snould b l ’s e D a m f d th3t °ne of
persons.
Separate detention i« EÍ ate detention for ad.ntc

U
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A£i) but it is often breached in practice* h *" (ln the ^ e n i l e ^ l i n .
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RIGHTS UPON ARREST - SECTION in
Two new clauses should be added to the exi^tinn w
should be entitled to be informed of his riqht ti rI2 <n
^ accused
a young person should be entitled to have an i n S n
sl1?nt- Furthermore,
police questioning.
These additions S /
'
C
?£
young persons accused of crime. Most convictions in jSieiill
2 L K «h
on tne confessions of the accused. The combination of a confession and the ^
absence of counsel leads to many questionable guilty pleas. These rights will
become even more important if new young offenders legislation adopts a more
punitive philosophy.

RIGHT TO COUNSEL - SECTION 10
The right, as stated, is meaningless to most young persons unless a
Legal Aid Duty Counsel is available in Juvenile Court. Duty Counsel is not
provided in many rural areas and the legal advice comes too late if at all.
Therefore, w6 recommend that indigent persons, including accused young persons,
have the right to have counsel provided at the time of plea and trial. In
time, this right should be extended to arrest procedures.

RIGHT TO AN INTERPRETER - SECTION 14
Section 14 should be broadened to include the right to an interpreter
where age or a disability is a barrier to understanding the language an
the process of the courts. This would cover, for example, the 1 3 -yearfinds it impossible to follow legal proceedings. At the same time, som
with a hearing handicap would be protected.
RIGHT TO EQUALITY BEFORE THE LAW - SECTION 15
The existing Section 15 could roll back even the
ad^a The
"equality before the law" cases under the Canadian Bill
a^ __ pot a
cases have decided that one of the stated form^ ° fRurnshine case) and
prerequisite to finding an inequality. Geograp y (
— -Qf discrimination
the method of prosecution (Smythe case) have bee
present wording of
found to be potential additions to the list.
non-discrimination
section 15 (1), which combines the equality right a t
a] or ethnic
list, seems to restrict findings of inequality to race,
origin, colour, religion, age, or sex.
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„
.
' The Section
...without discrimination on a „ ...
Prohibited ground".
An added subsection should read:
Prohibited qrounds n f Hie/. •
ethnic origin, colour, religioH^aSe
c h ildren, or a d^sabilityl1156^

race, national or
^ ^ _ the care and

list.
ihhl \ i u % t ? w ? i f h t e ^ p e t^ i " i q^ idfL e 0t
^crimination
but they will be free to add other forms in t h o " / ? 116 fo™ 1s of discrimination,
amendment.
ner torms 1n the future without a constitutional

a d d i t i o nal

forms

of

discrimination

- SECTION 15

We have also suggested two additions to the anti-discrimination list parenting status and disability.
Many children are disabled from birth or
develop a physical, mental or emotional handicap. These children suffer the
greatest discrimination in the education system. They have no legal right
to an education in most provinces - it is a privilege dependent upon the
good will of their local school board. Equality before the law must mean that
they can have the same opportunities and the same investment in the future
that is accorded the non-disabled child.
The addition of "having the care and control of children" follows
recent proposed amendments to the Ontario Human Rights Code. In the
Charter, it would mean that laws could not discriminate because a person
has children. This form of discrimination, practiced in"adult-only" housing
and restaurants, is usually discrimination in fact, not in law. However,
statutes and regulations should also have to meet this standard^ This
addition would also recognize that parents meet discrimination simply because
of their status as parents.
"DISADVANTAGED PERSONS OR GROUPS" - SECTION 15 (2)
Subsection 15 (2) requires a person or group * *
before receiving unequal, but beneficial, treatment. This has an obvious y
distasteful connotation in connection with age discrimination.
pensions?
senior citizens have to be labelled disadvantaged t
vantaged" in
Will all Canadian children and their families be termed disadva be9dropped
order to get family allowances? We suggest that disa v tagie
hi5ited
in favour of "persons or groups having a special need related to
v
ground of discrimination".
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